
FORMS OF DIRECT
CONTRACTING

Emergency packages which need to be executed to defend national
sovereignty and national security;

Packages which need to be executed to immediately remedy or promptly
handle consequences of natural disasters, conflagration, accidents, incidents,
calamities or other force majeure events;

Packages which need to be executed immediately to prevent direct harm to
the life and property of local communities or serious impacts on adjacent
works;

Packages for transport of national reserves for relief and aid purposes, which
must be delivered immediately;

Packages which need to be executed immediately (i) to serve epidemic and
disease prevention and combat or (ii) maintain operation of health facilities
in urgent cases so as to avoid causing harm to the life and health of people
(iii) used in giving emergency aid to patients in case health facilities lack
such drugs, chemicals, test equipment, medical devices, spare parts,
accessories

Packages for consulting services, relocation
of technical infrastructure facilities to serve
the land clearance; packages for consulting
services, sweeping and removal of bombs
and other explosive objects, demining to
prepare for construction sites;

Packages of nationally important projects
eligible for direct contracting according to
the National Assembly’s resolutions issued
when deciding investment guidelines.

PACKAGES RELATED TO
INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION

Medicines, medical devices have only one manufacturer on the market;

Packages for which there is only one bidder capable of performing the
contract in the market due to specific technological solution requirements;

Packages for consulting services which must be purchased from contractors
that have previously executed packages in order to ensure technological
compatibility and copyright which cannot be purchased from other
contractors;

Packages for leasing of warehouse facilities for impounded goods; packages
for hiring of transport and handling services for impounded goods at
seaports and concentrated inspection places in case there is only one entity
providing such services in the port;

Packages for research or testing purposes or purchase of intellectual
property rights or copyrighted broadcast programs;

Consulting service packages for the preparation of feasibility study reports or
construction engineering or restoration of monuments, relief, grant murals,
and artistic works; preparation of construction plans, which are designated
to the authors of work

PACKAGE THAT CAN ONLY CHOOSE 1 CONTRACTOR

EMERGENCY PACKAGES

PACKAGES WHICH NEED TO BE
EXECUTED TO PROTECT STATE SECRETS

PACKAGES WITH SMALL VALUE,
IMPLEMENTED REGULARLY AND
CONTINUOUSLY

Packages for import of sporting weapons
to serve training activities and annual
sports competitions of sports training
centers, schools and clubs;

Packages of procurement cost estimates
whose price ranges from VND 50 million
to VND 100 million; packages of
investment projects of state-owned
enterprises or wholly state-owned
enterprises and investment projects
defined in the Law on public investment,
including: consulting service packages
whose price does not exceed VND 500
million, and packages for non-consulting
services, procurement of goods,
construction, or mixed packages whose
price does not exceed VND 01 billion.


